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project

M at e r i a l s

Agate cabochon

22-gauge sterling sheet: 1" x 3"

7-gauge triangle sterling wire: 18"

12-gauge half-round sterling wire: 24"

26-gauge 3/8" fine silver bezel: 3"  

16-gauge square sterling wire: 3"  

t o o l s

Layout tooLs: ball point pen, pencil, paper, 
scissors and rubber cement

Hand tooLs: chasing hammer; hand shears; 1/4" 
cold chisel; dap punches # 10 (9.9m), #7 (7.5m), # 
4 (5.1m), and #2 (3.5m); tree stump/wood block; 
jeweler’s saw/blades; 6" ruler scriber; 8" flat file; 
bench block/pin; flex shaft; oval bracelet mandrel; 
(med.) round mandrel; hand drill; vise; rawhide 
(leather) mallet; bezel tool/burnisher

soLdering tooLs: torch, firebrick, striker, paste 
flux/brush, quench/pickle pots, copper tongs, 
shop rag, sheet and/or wire solder in easy, 
medium, and hard

FinisHing tooLs: liver of sulfur, buffer, 320 (#1) 
emery paper/lap stick, bobbing compound, 
Fabulustre®, buffs of choice

Classic Agate Cuff
Create a timeless design for a fantastic stone
By Mark raMsour

Opening phOtO: JiM LAWSOn;  prOJect phOtOS: MArK rAMSOUr

skills 

n soldering 
n chasing 
n filing 
n dapping 
n finishing

Agate has always fascinated me. ever since 

fourth grade when i had my first rock 

collection i’ve been intrigued. the very idea 

that a slab of rock could allow light to pass through 

it seemed impossible. 

it is exactly this translucent quality that makes 

agate an ideal stone for an open-back bezel. this 

project will also explore the creation of simple 

appliques created without a pitch bowl — a process 

i call “stump repoussé.”

s o u r c e s
Tools & Materials: Most of the tools and materials for this project will be 

available from well stocked jewelry supply vendors, many of whom can be 

found in our Advertisers’ Index, page 78.
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Photo 1 After choosing appropriate cabochon, wrap 3/16th", 

26ga fine silver bezel around stone, mark at overlap, 

and cut with hand shears. If necessary, square ends with 

flat file tension, apply paste flux, and join ends with hard 

solder. Pickle, rinse, and dry. Dress seam with file and 

emery paper to smooth appearance. Fit bezel to stone.

[Remember, finishing begins with the first soldering.]

Photo 2 Fit 16ga square wire inside bezel to create a 

ledge or shoulder to secure cab in bezel. Close with 

hard solder. 

[I like to cut small sheet solder chips, then hammer them very 
thin and place them between tensioned wire ends to ensure 
that the solder is exactly where and how much I need.]

Photo 3 Square wire should fit tightly in bezel. From back 

(to avoid a large solder fillet inside), apply paste flux and 

solder in place with medium. Pickle, rinse, and dry.

Photo 4 Twist 3"-4" of 12ga half round wire for decorative 

band around bezel. Measure, mark, and cut wire with jew-

eler’s saw. Close seam with paste flux and hard solder.

Photo 5 Round out twist wire on medium size mandrel. 

Fit to bezel.

Photo 6 Join to bezel with medium solder by either placing 

chips or pushing wire — whatever method works for you. 

[Be careful not to flow too much solder, or you’ll risk filling 
voids in the twist wire.]

Measure, mark, and saw plain (untwisted) 12ga half 

round wire for final bezel decoration. Apply paste flux 

and close with hard solder. Fit to bezel and join with  

medium solder. Pickle, rinse, and set aside.

Photo 7 Measure and cut two 7" lengths of 12ga half 

round wire. Twist one wire left and the other right. 

Photo 8 I use a hand drill (eggbeater) and count the 

turns. Matching the number of twists will produce a 

“chevron” look when wires are placed side by side.

Photo 9 Measure and cut three 6" lengths of 7ga  

triangle wire. Bend roughly at a 30º angle approxi-

mately 1 1/2" from end of each of 2 wires to form outer 

bracelet bands. 

[Hands are best for forming, and they never leave a plier mark.]

Photo 10 Place half round twist wires on either side 

of remaining triangle wire. Apply paste flux and join 

with medium solder. Carefully flow solder, again leav-

ing voids, giving a lightness and almost lacy appear-

ance. Pickle, rinse, and dry.
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Photo 11 Solder elements together with medium solder and 

paste flux. Pickle, rinse, and dry.

Photo 12 Measure to fit wrist size; trim and finish bracelet 

ends.

Photo 13 Shape bracelet band on oval mandrel. 

[I like to use my hands as well as a leather (rawhide) mallet to 
“encourage” shaping.]

Photo 14 Join bracelet to bezel assembly with medium sol-

der and paste flux. I use balled-up chips for greatest accu-

racy. Pickle, rinse, dry. Oxidize with liver of sulfur solution. 

Use bristle brushes and bobbing compound with flex shaft 

to clean up inside of bracelet.

Photo 15 Lay out a pattern for “wings.” Make paper pat-

terns for appliqué. I like a threefold relationship, but 4 or 5 

is a pleasing number and also works with this design.

Cut out pattern and adhere to 22ga sheet silver with rubber 

cement. Saw shapes and file rough edges with a flat file. Re-

move patterns and mark dividing lines with ballpoint pen.

[A ballpoint leaves more than an ink mark; if that should get 
smudged off, there’s still a light scribe line from the ball.]

Photo 16 On a bench block or anvil, chase curving dividing 

lines with a 1/4" cold chisel. Chase once over lightly, then 

again to confirm with careful, light blows.

Reverse chased blank onto stump or heavy wood block 

into shallow carved depression. Use # 10 (9.9mm) dapping 

punch to push metal down between chased lines. Contin-

ue stepping down dap size into narrower spaces. Anneal, 

quench, pickle, rinse, and dry. Repeat.

[Some hand manipulation may be required to get the wings flat 
enough to reinforce the chased lines on the front. At this point, 
it’s a matter of chase-and-dap repeatedly to reach the desired 
contour for the wings to fit the bracelet.]

Photo 17 Once wings fit and contact bracelet in several 

places, repousséd elements must be prefinished. File to 

uniform surface, and eliminate lumpy texture resulting 

from dapping. Use emery paper lap stick to remove file 

marks. Polish with bobbing compound or your favorite 

prepolish. 

[I leave the “evidence of process” tool marks from dapping on 
the underside as proof of handmade quality.]

Solder wings in place using balled-up chips of easy sol-

der. I generally precharge several places where I know 

contact is made. 

[I use gravity to secure the pieces. I’m not a fan of binding wire, 
a third hand, or pins, but I do sometimes “sculpt” bits of fire-
brick to support the pieces to be soldered.]

When bracelet is fully assembled and prepolished, set 

agate cabochon.

MARK RAMSOUR is a metalsmith and instructor living in Tucson, 

Arizona. He has been teaching jewelry making in the leisure class pro-

gram for Tucson Parks and Recreation since 1994 and making metal 

objects for more than 40 years. His last story for Lapidary Journal 

Jewelry Artist was on forge welded mokume gane in June of 1999.
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No Pitch RePoussé
Back in the ’70s I wanted to make repoussé-style elements for 

enhanced decoration, but didn’t have a pitch bowl. Using the materials 

I had at hand, I used a chisel to carve depressions into it a tree 

stump and formed the shapes I wanted in the depressions.

editoR’s 
Pick
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